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Case Number: S2008000171 

Release Date: 11/06/2020 
 
Symptom/Vehicle Issue: HVAC Blower Motor Operates Intermittently Or Changes 
Speeds 
 
Customer Complaint/ Technician Observation:  Customers complaint is that the 
blower motor intermittently slows or momentarily stops blowing without any mode 
change inputs. Technician observed DTC’s B10EB-19 (Blower Power Module - 
Overcurrent) or B10C8-15 (Blower Motor Control Feedback Circuit – Circuit Short to 
Battery or Open).   
Repair Procedure:  Inspect the XY350A black connector to ensure the connector is 
securely fastened. If connector was not securely connected, disconnect and review for 
any bent pins or spread terminals. If no pin(s) are bent or terminal(s) spread, then re-
secure the connector. If pin(s) are bent, adjust or replace the harness as needed, if 
terminals are required use terminal repair kit to repair 68496388AA, Fig 1, 2.    
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Fig 2 
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Verification: Wiggle harness during blower operations to ensure no operational change.   

  
NOTE: If no issues are found at the XY350A connector location, continue to 
evaluate the HVAC system per the available service diagnostics. Inspect the 
G911 ground location to ensure the ground connection is secure. Clean and 
secure as needed.  
 

 

 
 


